Virtual & Hybrid Entertaining
For 50+ years, Butler’s Pantry has been providing the St. Louis
region with unique event solutions and extraordinary experiences.
NOW, we’re continuing to create, reinvent and find
‘every reason to celebrate’, even when you can’t be together.

LET’S START PLANNING!

See How it Works
Our team is a group of experienced, skilled and passionate individuals who will make your planning process stress-free. From the first point of
contact, to the final delivery, we’ll take care of all the logistics to ensure your guest have a wonderful experience and your event is a success!

CONTACT BP

CHOOSE SERVICES

GUEST LOGISTICS

WE PREP

PACKAGE

DELIVER

RIGHT TO YOUR
GUESTS’ DOOR

FOR THEM TO ENJOY

Need help with event technology? Where our experience ends, our trusted partners’ expertise begins. We are happy to coordinate with vendors as little or as much as your event needs require.
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Explore Virtual Possibilities

virtual breakfast
& lunch meetings
Treat your work-from-home team to a special breakfast or lunch
for your next virtual meeting. We’ll deliver!

Breakfast Boxes - Don’t miss the most important meal of the day!
We know you’re a busy person. Choose from oatmeal, eggs and so
much more!
Box Lunches - Our box lunches accommodate your fast-paced
day-to-day schedule. They’re simply delicious! Choose from a
variety of featured sandwiches, salads and wraps.

dinner drop-off

Hosting a board meeting or sending dinner to team members?
Heat & Eat options - Enjoy chef-prepared, fully cooked and ready
to eat meals. Eat them right away, OR save for later with simple
instructions to heat & eat!
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Explore Virtual Possibilities

appreciation
packages

Send team members a little something to let them know you
appreciate their hard work
Gratitude Pack - filled with homemade goodies like cookies,
muffins, snack mix and fresh fruit.
Appetizer Pack - showcases a fine array of meats and cheeses,
hummus, olive tapenade, crackers, crostini and mixed nuts.

program elements
We do more than just food delivery — we have the team and skill to get
creative and add unique experiences to your virtual program. Looking
for a chef-led night of cooking? Or maybe you’re looking for a short,
team bonding activity such as our bartending demos to lighten the mood
and keep people engaged.
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Explore Hybrid Possibilities

tech partnership
A hybrid event gives you the best of both worlds — reaching and
engaging an audience in-person and virtually. We can collaborate with
trusted partners to create unique events that unite guests through
technology. Together, we’ll ensure there’s a well-executed plan to create
a user-friendly, fun and innovative experience.

exclusive venues
To host an event in-person, you’ll need a venue, and we have you
covered! We operate two iconic St. Louis venues — The Coronado &
Palladium Saint Louis. Plus, Butler’s Pantry is a preferred caterer at
40+ other St. Louis venues.
What does this mean for hybrid events? We have the space for the
in-person part of your event, as well as, the most current technology
installations needed to virtually connect and interact with your
digital audience.
The Coronado - A historic venue in Midtown described as
bright, elegant, grand and extraordinary. An inviting space that
can fit up to *900 people for any kind of occasion!
Palladium Saint Louis - With room for up to *700, this venue
is a distinctively modern choice for weddings, social gatherings,
corporate functions and galas.
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Explore Hybrid Possibilities

events re-imagined
These days, it’s all about creating an experience where guests can
feel together, while remaining safely distanced. We have the
resources to explore entertaining options that maybe you haven’t
even imagined.

drive-in, drop-by,
safely distanced
Drive-In Style Gala - It’s just what it sounds like, only elevated
with beautifully set tables, a multi-course dinner and a live
program. It’s a modern experience with a throw back to
simpler times!
Outdoor Social - Sometimes a quick meet & greet is all you
need to impress and make an impactful connection. With a
well-thought objective and tasteful ambiance, a simple
drop-by event could make for a memorable occasion.
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Impactful Results
Still not sure if a virtual event is right for you? See what our
clients and their attendees had to say about our previous events.

“Thank you again for such amazing
work and for sticking with Alex and
myself until literally an hour before
the program. The event was a
complete success and people have
been complementing us on the food.
You guys went back and forward
with us and we really appreciate all
your effort.”

“We had such an overwhelming positive
response from our guests regarding the
refreshments that accompanied our
VIP event. No surprise, they love
everything and even the mini BBQ
bottles made an impact! Thank you
for all your support to make such a
positive impact on our clients.”

Nerishka Cruz
Program Coordinator,
Hispanic Chamber of Commerce

Sarah Bowman
Vice President Assistant Director of
Client and Community Relations,
The PNC Financial Service Group, Inc.

client reviews
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"Your staff is amazing and we are
so grateful - I have never seen so
many posts on dinners in one night.
Our whole mission was made
accessible through our virtual event.
This allowed us to reach more people!”

-Virginia Howell
Major Gifts Officer at
Center of Creative Arts (COCA)
“I didn’t want to miss a piece
of it. It was bang-bang
from the first minute.”

Kim, COCAcabana regular attendee
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